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The Report for March, 2019 
Submitted by Jim R., the ABC Committee Chair, April 13, 2019 

HIGHLIGHTS FOR March:   
- DELEGATE BINDER – Annual Committee Reports were received; New ‘Board of Trustees’ section 

was compiled; edited parts of the Delegate section. Two committees have been in 
correspondence; sent the 2018 Minutes and the Treasurer’s Report to Sweden for a printing test. 

- DELEGATE TRAINING – Edited the Delegate Survey for the Binder; edited the materials for the 
Delegate section of the Binder. Remote voting ‘tests’ took place on Zoom. Delegate 
teleconference calls are planned for April. 

- ABC PLANNING – Conversations with Fredrik in Sweden confirms that there are no pressing 
concerns. The planning is going as expected.  

LOOKING AHEAD: A ‘review’ meeting is planned for the Monday morning after the AWC. The goal is to 
list the aspects, both successful and in need of improvement, which will be more fully reviewed in the 
coming months.  
RECOMMENDATIONS:   
 

 
 

DELEGATE BINDER 

The Binder has been edited and organized and sent to Sweden to be printed. The Binder, with the 

material for Delegate orientation, an introduction of the Board and outline of the ACA WSO, reports, 

proposals and foundational documents is linked here to provide a preview: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EHcfFeDAozMSeAAHzUI0PaDEX1Lpr6Tv/view?usp=sharing 

 

The Minutes of the 2018 ABC are included separately. To view the minutes, use this link: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13d9Dew8LRnonPagQP4d55-aaTkCg8nrW/view?usp=sharing 

 

The Treasurer’s Report may be found here: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xnnGsFnUr8PZid7HUtc_sZR9ryaIu5zN/view?usp=sharing 

  

DELEGATE TRAINING 

The Delegate Training page, on the repository at acawso.org, is the primary site for all information 

pertaining to Conference delegates. The heading on this page offers links to, and description of, assorted 

documents – clear and helpful resources. acawso.org/category/delegate-training/.  

Updates to the Delegate Training page have been ongoing. Dates for the Teleconferences are listed there, 

and in the Traveler.  

 

For comments and questions, please write to Jim R., at abc@adultchildren.org. 
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